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Flake Lorenz was born on November 16, 1966, in East Berlin, East Germany. He is a German musician and keyboardist known as a member of the Thiel Lindman band. Flake Lorenz's net worth is $4 million. He is divorced once. He is currently married to artist Jenny Razmir and has three children with his first wife. Networth's net worth
and Flake Lorenz's income are $4 million. Throughout his career as a professional musician and keyboardist for the Thumstein Ensemble, he has managed to accumulate such a fortune. German musician and keyboardist Flake Lorenz. Image source: Revolver Meg Cristian Lorenz began her musical work at the age of 16 after playing in
the Feeling B group. In 1983, he joined the band and played for about ten years. Before playing gigs he used to sell a jacket on the black market made of flat-cut sheets and dusters. In 1994, Flake Lorenz agreed to join the band and released his first album, Herzlid, with the band. The album is available on Amazon and costs about
$10.69. He probably made tremendous money by selling music albums. After that the band released six albums including Matter, Rosenroth, Lieb has für alle da and many more. He had probably made considerable money for the Thumstein band during his career as a keyboardist. Flake Lorenz's family and relationship kept a low key
about his parents. For some reason not much information about his parents and siblings has been shared. However, his parents are reported to be from East Germany. It seems his parents don't want to come into the spotlight and want to live away from the media. Flake Lorenz has an older brother who is four years older. However, he
shared more details and identities about his brother. Flake Lorenz was born and grew up in the Prenzlor Berg region of East Berlin. His parents bought him a piano for his 15th birthday. As a child, he was obsessed with rock 'n' roll music. Flake Lorenz was born and grew up in the Prenzlor Berg region of East Berlin. Image source: Listal.
Speaking about the state of Flake Lorenz's relationship, he is married to wife Jenny Razmier. The couple exchanged their wedding vows on September 12, 2008. Since then the loved-up couple have been hand-in-hand with each other and have two children together. Flake Lorenz's wife Jenny Rosemier also provided the whistle for
Rumstein's song Roter Sand. Flake Lorenz was once divorced. He has three children with his first wife. However, Flake Lorenz has not shared information or identities about his first wife. Flake Lorenz's controversy and rumors have never been involved in any kind of rumors so far. He kept his profile very clean and straight forward. He
seems to do his best without harming other people. Never Flake Lorenz In controversy and rumors. Image source: Listal. Flake Lorenz is not active on social media. He seems to want a low key life and doesn't want to share his personal stuff online. Keep in touch with SuperbHub for news, entertainment, and biography. Christian Flake
LorenzLorenz in 2013Background informationBirth nameChristian LorenzAlso known asDoktor Lorenz, FlakeBorn (1966-11-16) 16 November 1966 (age 54)East Berlin, East GermanyGenresNeue Deutsche HärteOccupation(s)MusicianInstrumentsKeyboardsYears active1983–presentLabelsMotor Music, Republic, Slash,
UniversalAssociated actsRammsteinFeeling BDie Magdalene Keibel Kombo Christian Flake Lorenz (German: [ˈkʁɪsti̯an äflaký ˈloːʁɛnts]; born 16 November 1966) is a German musician and keyboardist for the band Neue Deutsche Härte Rammstein as well as the original composer along with guitarist Richard Kruspe. He was also a
member of the East German punk band Feeling B. Lorenz grew up in East Germany in the early years and still lives in the Perenzlorberg region of East Berlin (now part of the Panko region). He chose to play the piano because a childhood friend of his had been playing since he was three years old. [Citation required] his parents sent him
to a music school where he said he started painting keys on the edge of the window and practiced on the edge of the window for a half-year. His parents bought him a piano for 100 East German brands for his 15th birthday. Lorenz became addicted to rock 'n' roll in a boy. He stopped his lessons to play with his father's jazz records. When
I joined my first band, Flake said, I realized I couldn't play modern music. I still can't! [Citation required] at the age of 16, he became an instrument maker. Career Sensation B Original Article: Feeling B in 1983, at the age of 16, Lorenz began playing in the band Sensation B with Paul Landers and Aljoscha Rompe, a Swiss singer living in
East Berlin. He stayed with the group for about 10 years. Feeling B began to pitch firmly in the underground punk scene. Lorenz lived in an apartment with Landers in his early years. When gigs didn't play, sweaters made of flat sheets cut and dusted on the black market. Two jackets a month meant money as much as a middle-class
worker. [The citation required] was very easy to make a living; Landers said, You only have a problem if you were caught. [Citation required] the group was disbanded in the mid-1990s. On special occasions, band members gathered for concerts at punk festivals, until Rampe died of an asthma attack on November 20. UsainLinstein's
original article: In 1994, Thiel Lindman, Richard Kruspe, Oliver Riddle and Christoph Schneider arrived, winning the Berlin Senate Metro beating contest that allowed them Record a demo of four songs. Paul Landers officially joined the band, followed by Lorenz. Initially, he was reluctant to join his five cohort and had to join Thumstein
because he thought they would be too boring. [Citation required] eventually he agreed to join, and the band began working on their first album, Herzlid (HeartAche). In early live performances of the song Bück dich (bending or bending over), Lorenz and vocals until Lindman became involved in a simulated sodomy with a hanging liquor
dildo. On September 23, 1998, lindman and Lorenz were arrested in Worcester, Massachusetts (USA) and charged with lenier behavior. A statement from Sgt. Thomas Radula of the Wester Police Department said Lindman was simulating sex with Lorenz on stage using a phallic object that shot water over the crowd. They were held and
released the next day on $25 U.S. bail. After months of legal debate, they were eventually fined US$100. By 2002, Lorenz had been surfing spectators in an inflatable rubber dining during Seemann's performance. Riedel replaced him in 2002. According to Lorenz, the change occurred because he was too injured. Lorenz was tipped off
the boat by crowds during a concert in St. Petersburg in 2001 and almost completely stripped naked. [Citation required] despite this, Lorenz returned to Riding Digi for the 2009 Thijmstein Tour during a performance by Phiffish (Sharks). Lorenz suffered a knee injury in his band's uniform (2009) during a concert in Gothenburg, Sweden, on
July 30, 2005, until Lindman, when Lorenz casually encountered Segway riding during an American performance. This led to the cancellation of concerts scheduled for Asia. Lorenz suffered from mumps in 2005, prompting the cancellation of concerts in South America. In January 2012, Lorenz, along with Lindman, was interviewed by
heavy metal anthropologist Sam Dunn for the classic VH1 series Metal Evolution, the subject of shock rock. [1] Lorenz's personal life was once divorced and has five children. [2] On September 12, 2008, Lorenz married artist Jenny Razmir, who provided the whistle for The Roter Sand song. He has a brother who is four years older.
Lorenz is an amateur painter [citation required] and loves classic cars. He has a Mercedes and plays a role in the vintage car hire business. [3] In November 2011, Lorenz's house was set on fire. Police managed to identify and arrest the arson, a 28-year-old man with a criminal record. After Lorenz escaped, he crashed his car nearby. [4]
Lorenz's titles are usually referred to by Flake (pronounced as Flak-eh in German) and Doktor. The doctor was raised because at one point he wanted to be a surgeon, but he was unable to study to become one because of his refusal to join the East German army. In one In december 20, he announced in an interview that Flake was his
proper name. [5] Lorenz's religion and politics declared, I do not endorse religions that are built into rigid institutions. I also think that religious prejudice and your work are dangerous. [6] Lorenz is unwelcome to The United States, which he called a sick and decade-old country without culture. [7] On October 5, 2005, Lorenz appeared
briefly at Deutsche Well. When asked how he felt about German reunification, he said he was losing the way things were going at the time. Even if GDR survived, I would still remain a musician. Increasing the size of the world also risked comparing to all international acts. The groups in the East were the only groups that were there, and if
you were successful there, you would have succeeded. I miss being !... They don't ask if you want to... With or without a head, floor up or down... It really gets on my nerves having all these choices I really don't want. In 2014, in an article titled I've Lost GDR, Flake Lorenz stated, I'm losing GDR even today. Most of the bands since then. In
a 2014 interview with Rolling Stone, Lindman stated that Flake is still a GDR citizen, and he will die a GDR citizen[9] Sources^ 1/23/12. Shock Rock ( Ep. 109 ) from Metal Evolution | Full Episode. VH1.com originally archived on November 14, 2012. Retrieved 18 November 2012.CS1 maint: numeric names: authors list (link) ^ ^ Dirk
Salomon. Classicdepot.De. Classicdepot.De. Retrieved 18 November 2012. ^ Flake's House on fire this weekend. Affenknecht.com originally archived on October 18, 2012. Retrieved 10 November 2012. ^ Press: Rammstein Chat with Flake. Herzeleid.com. Retrieved 18 November 2012. ^ ^ Interview. RammsteinNicCage.com 2001.
Archived from the original on 29 June 2007. Retrieved 10 November 2012. ^ Flake Lorenz (2014). I miss the Democratic Republic of Germany www.spiegel.de^ Flake Lorenz (2014). ROLLING STONE: EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH TILL LINDEMANN and FLAKE LORENZ. rammsteinpress.com/ . Flick Lorenz's external links are posted
on the official imdb Rammstein (German) official site of rammstein (English) geocities.com Retrieved from
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